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Abstract. We draw on a number of recent studies to evaluate the endogeneity of OCA (Optimum
Currency Area) criteria within the euro zone in three major areas; trade flows, business cycle
synchronization, and structural reforms to improve labor and product market flexibility. In
considering developments in international trade and macroeconomic performance a look at the
experiences of some of the other European countries suggests that developments for the euro
countries may have been heavily influenced by broader trends, not just the creation of the euro.
While the introduction of the common currency has been accompanied by a rapid growth of
trade among members, trade has also grown rapidly between members and non-members.
Likewise, while the correlations of growth rates among euro countries rose substantially after the
creation of the euro, the correlations of the non-euro European countries with the euro countries
rose even more, so clearly something besides just the creation of the euro was going on.
An important research need is for more theoretical analysis of the expected time horizons
for different types of endogenous effects. In optimistic scenarios, forward-looking individuals
foresee the changes in circumstances and undertake actions to ward off crises before they occur.
There does appear to have been a good deal of such anticipatory action in the run up to the
creation of the euro, but since then there have been disturbing signs of reform fatigue. The
developments in the euro zone to date do not rule out the possibility that major crises may be
needed to stimulate the types of reforms envisioned by endogenous OCA optimists. Given the
relevance of political economy considerations, there is no good reason to expect that endogenous
responses or spillovers would follow the same pattern in all countries.
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1. Introduction
One of the most important recent developments in the Optimum Currency Area (OCA)
literature has been the analysis of how the formation of a currency area can affect factors that
influence how well the currency area will work. Such considerations have been aptly named
endogenous OCA analysis by Jeffrey Frankel and Andrew Rose (1998). In general, potential
members of a monetary union would be expected to meet the OCA criteria better ex post than ex
ante. Therefore it makes sense to apply the standard ex ante OCA criteria somewhat less
stringently. If a country comes close but does not quite fully meet the criteria ex ante, it should
likely go ahead and join a currency union since the odds are high that it would satisfy the criteria
ex post.
There is a danger with such analysis, however. Those who favor a currency union,
dollarization, or some other form of hard fix may exaggerate the degree of endogeneity and some
have gone so far as to suggest that almost any currency union can become optimal ex post1. Such
arguments have been made in the discussion of a possible Asian common currency 2.
Views are decidedly mixed on how well the European common currency has worked to
date. While many champion its success, others point to the lack of the substantially improved
macroeconomic performance that had been projected by some advocates. David Marsh (2009)
argues, “The arresting truth about the Euro is that extreme judgments on its track record and
prospects, both positive and negative, can be defended with equal robustness.” (p.4) While we
agree with Marsh that it is still too soon to tell just how well the economic performance of the
1

Corsetti and Pesenti (2002) show that even where monetary unification does not generate increased economic
integration, private sector response could lead to a self validating optimal currency area. They also show that under
some condition flexible exchange rates could be superior in welfare terms even if a currency area was selfvalidating. It is not clear, however, that the Corsetti-Pesenti model captures elements that would be strongly
SOMETHING MISSING HERE the operation of actual currency area.
2
See, the analysis and references in Willett, Permpoon, and Srisorn (2009).
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euro zone will ultimately turn out to be, we believe that there is quite sufficient evidence from its
first decade of performance to render the not surprising judgment that many of both the strongest
advocates and critics missed the mark in their predictions. The euro certainly has not been the
disaster that some feared. But neither has it been an unqualified boon to all of the member
economies. Marsh (2009, p.9) reports an opinion poll taken shortly before the beginning of the
current global crisis that found more than two-thirds of Italian, French, and Spanish citizens and
more than half of Germans believed that the euro had had an overall negative effect on their
economies. The financial crisis in 2008-9 has not changed the assessment of the EMU so far.
Euro countries do not seem to have fared worse or better on the average than non-euro
countries in Europe.
While the formal literature on endogenous OCA analysis is of recent vintage, several of
the considerations at issue have long been a matter of dispute among economists and political
officials. As Coeure (2004) argues “the endogeneity of OCA criteria has been at the very heart of
the political debate on EMU. In a nutshell, this debate has opposed the (loosely speaking)
‘French’ view that monetary union per se would accelerate the integration of European markets
and a ‘German’ view that monetary union should only be the ‘crowning’ of the integration of
European markets.” (pp.342-343) Recent analysis of endogenous OCA considerations suggests
that in many areas relevant for OCA criteria it is difficult to draw clear cut theoretical
conclusions. For example, analysis based on economic efficiency considerations alone can make
one optimistic about the likelihood of major endogenous reform to increase the flexibility of the
domestic economy. We argue that broader political economy analysis suggests that many
rigidities are the result of rent seeking behavior and those who have been privileged are unlikely
to give up their rents without a fight. Thus a political economy approach is much less optimistic.
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What we need to know more about is the relative strength of such opposing considerations. It is
important to recognize that if a country is not already close to meeting the OCA criteria then it is
not sufficient that endogenous responses just go in the right direction. They must be sufficiently
strong to make a major difference. Argentina provides a sad example. It appears that the
establishment of a currency board did on balance lead to an increase in labor market flexibility,
but not by nearly enough to avoid catastrophe. (See Willett (2002)). A little reflection should
make it not surprising that the formation of the euro has not generated sufficient positive
endogeneities to generate remarkably improved economic performance. After all the economic
effects of a currency union should in most respects closely parallel those of other forms of hard
fixes and the substantial empirical literature on the effects of fixed rates on macroeconomic
performance has reached substantially varying results.3
In this paper we draw on a number of recent studies to evaluate the endogeneity of OCA
criteria within the euro zone in three major areas; trade flows, business cycle synchronization,
and structural reforms to improve labor and product market flexibility4. In the first area, there is
widespread consensus that the fixing of exchange rates should increase intra area trade – the
questions are by how much and over what time frame? The second area of business cycle
synchronization is influenced both by the first area of the magnitude of changes in trade flows,
by their composition between intra and inter industry trade, and by patterns of shocks including
national fiscal policies, which may have considerable exogenous components. We find, as have a

3

For an excellent recent review of this literature see Tavlas et al (2008).
Two recent papers have surveyed much of the endogenous OCA literature, Paul De Grauwe and Francesco Paolo
Mongelli (2005) in the context of the Euro and Barry Eichengreen (2002) in the context of the debate over
dollarization. The European Central Bank recently held a major conference on this subject. The contributions from
that conference are ably surveyed in Mongelli and Vega (2006). We will not duplicate their fine surveys by
summarizing in detail the recent literature, but will draw upon them to offer brief characterizations of this literature
and raise some considerations that we think are new or at least insufficiently emphasized. We also draw heavily on
the provisional version of the massive study by the European Commission on EMU@10.
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number of other studies, that there has been a post euro increase in both intra area trade and
business cycle synchronization. While this is consistent with endogenous responses, we find that
similar increases have occurred between the euro zone countries and other Western European
countries. Thus, simple before and after comparisons will fail to give an accurate picture of the
degree of endogenous responses generated by the common currency itself. In our third area to be
investigated, increases in the flexibility of domestic economies, some responses may come
directly through private sector responses, but most discussions focus primarily on government
induced policy reform. Here we would expect political economy considerations to play a
stronger role and our review of recent analysis in this area suggests that they indeed do. As with
fiscal policy, it appears that the need to meet initial entry requirements for joining the euro zone
provided a much stronger spur to reforms than have the realities of living with fixed rates since.

2. Effects on Trade Flows
There has been a substantial disconnect between the previous literature on the trade
effects of exchange rate uncertainty and the literature on currency unions. Studies have generally
found the first type of effect to be fairly small while the work on currency unions by Andy Rose
found huge effects; his initial estimates suggest a doubling or tripling of trade from joining a
currency union [Rose, Lockwood, and Quah (2000)]. It was pointed out later that Rose’s results
were driven by small and poor countries adopting the currency of larger country (Persson, 2001).
Later, Baldwin (2006) reported that the initial intra trade effect of euro, adoption of a common
currency by large countries, was only five to ten percent with the caution that the figure may
change with the new data.
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Intra euro country trade as a percent of GDP grew very rapidly from around 25% in the
mid 1990s to over 40% by 2000. This growth has since leveled off and the ratios for 2001
through 2004 have fluctuated in the range of 40 to 42%. This does not fit with standard
assumptions about the dynamics of the effects of creating a common currency. Some studies
such as the UK Treasury’s economic review have assumed that full adjustment would take 20 to
30 years, but no theoretical basis for such an expectation is offered.
In order to get a cleaner picture of the effects of the euro on trade patterns we look at
trade among groups of countries relative to total trade, rather than relative to GDP. If the euro
has reduced the costs of trading within the currency union relative to costs of trading between
currency areas, intra euro trade in percent of total trade of the euro countries should have
increased. Figure 1 shows averages of euro- and European non-euro countries’ trade shares with
euro and non –euro countries. Figure 2 shows trade shares defined as ratios of the sum of trade
within a group or between groups of countries relative to the sum of total trade of each group.
The non-euro countries are Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.5 The figures show intraeuro trade relative to total trade of the euro countries, trade between euro and the non-euro
countries relative to total trade of euro and the non-euro countries, and trade between non-euro
countries relative to total trade of these countries. The patterns are very similar in the two
figures. Both figures show that the introduction of the euro in January 1999 was initially
associated with a substantial increase in the ratio of intra-euro trade to the total trade for the euro
countries. It is also clear from the figures, however, that looking just immediately before and
after the introduction of the euro can be quite misleading. There was no substantial increase in
this intra-euro trade share over the whole period 1994-2004. The years 1997 and 1998 were
5

Denmark was not included because while it has adopted the euro it has maintained a fixed rate with the euro,
making it difficult to classify as in or out for our purposes.
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years with substantial declines in the intra-euro trade share and the increase in the trade share in
1999 looks like a restoration of normal trade patterns. One may ask whether the policies of
convergence to the Maastricht criteria actually inhibited euro zone trade before 1999.
Figure 3. Average internal and external trade ratios (as a percentage of total trade)
of the euro zone- and the non-euro zone groups of European countries.

Figure 4. Internal and external ratios of sum of trade to sum of total trade of the euro zone
and the non euro zone groups of European countries
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It can also be observed that the share of trade of the non-euro countries with the euro
countries follows the same pattern as the intra-euro trade. In other words, the share falls in 199798 and increases again in 1999. The share of trade of the euro countries with the non-euro
countries seems to be trending downwards during the whole period, however. Neither of these
observations is easily explained by the creation of the EMU. Finally, the intra non-euro country
trade as percent of total non-euro country trade remains more or less constant during the period.
A more favorable view of trade creation effects is given by looking at the ratios of intra
euro trade to GDP (not shown). These do jump around the time of euro creation. So, however,
do the ratios for our non-euro groups, suggesting that other factors than the creation of a
currency union were at work. This is discussed further below. SHOULD WE ADD A
FIGURE HERE TO SHOWN THIS? I think not.
An important issue concerns the expected time pattern of the trade effects of the euro. A
clear pattern of adjustment is not evident in Figures 1 and 2. Only the years 1997-98 stand out
while the euro areas trade shares remain nearly constant over the 10-year period. A recent IMF
working paper by Hamid Faruqee (WP/04/154) uses a gravity model to estimate that through
2002 the euro had boosted intra area trade by around 10 percent. Faruqee found considerable
variation across countries, concluding, “While the three largest euro area economies generally
display trade gains similar to the average, considerable dispersion around this estimate exists for
the smaller countries.” (p.20). Some have given the developments beginning in 1999 the
interpretation that the euro has generated considerable trade creation while avoiding any
substantial trade diversion6 (See, for example, Micco, Stein, Ordoñez (2003) and Faruqee
6

When trade diversion is discussed in this context it refers to a shift of trade from one group of countries to another
as a result of reduced transactions and information costs within one group. The negative welfare effects associated
with trade diversion in customs union theory are not associated with the kind of trade diversion we discuss here.
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(2004)). Baldwin (2006) reports that the “consensus” figure for the trade expansion caused by
the EMU is 13 percent. According to the data presented here this interpretation seems to require
either that we consider 1997 and 1998 as representative for the pre-euro period or that some
other factor had a depressing effect on intra-euro trade after 1999. An alternative interpretation,
however, is that something else besides the creation of the euro has been going on. See, for
example, Dominguez (2006).
In summary, the evidence to date on the endogenous trade effects of the creation of the
euro is difficult to interpret. We lack a clear theoretical framework for analyzing the expected
time path of such effects. Our interpretation lies close to Ben Bernanke (2004) when he argues,
“evidence drawn directly from the recent European experience does not generally support the
view that adoption of a common currency had a major effect on the magnitude or direction of
trade. True, euro-area exports did surge after the adoption of the euro… However, cyclical
conditions and the early weakening of the new currency no doubt played a critical role in that
increase… Also, striking is … that the share of total euro-area exports destined for other
members of the euro zone did not increase” (p.182). It is clear, however, that we need to develop
a better understanding of the factors that have influenced the growth of trade in general before
we can fully assess the trade effects of the creation of the euro. In particular, effects of the
common currency per se should be distinguished from “EMU-effects”. The former would be
caused by reductions in transactions costs and exchange rate risk, while EMU effects would be
caused by changes in the institutional and macroeconomic environment in many countries after
substituting the ECB for central banks with low credibility with respect to inflation control.

3. Output Growth and Consumption Correlations
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One difficulty with before and after comparisons with the euro is that the best date to use
for a break is not unambiguous. With the long run up to the actual introduction of the euro, its
effects should have been widely anticipated. But for how long? There is no easy answer. To give
a clean comparison we compare 1980 to 1990 with 1999 to 20057, i.e. we end the before period
at the earliest date used for the start of euro effects and begin the after period with the latest
plausible date8. As is shown in Figure 2 and 3, both the output correlations and consumption
correlations among the euro countries rose substantially. However, so did the correlations with
and among the non-euro Western European countries.9 Indeed recent research by Flood and Rose
(2009) indicates that there were increased correlations across the industrial countries as a whole
during the period and that over recent decades there have been several cycles of the industrial
economies moving into and out of phase.

7

The countries under consideration comprise 12 EMU countries and 4 outside countries (Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, and United Kingdom). The GDP data is obtained from World Development Indicators (WDI). The
correlations are calculated by using pairwise correlations between a pair of countries’ real GDP growth rates. The
average correlations of euro zone countries with other Euro zone countries are GDP-weighted averages of 66
correlations among EMU countries ((144-12)/2). The averages for outside-the-euro-zone countries correlations with
Euro zone countries are the averages of 48 correlations between the four outside countries and the twelve euro
countries. Finally, averages of non-euro zone countries are calculated from six correlations of four outsiders.
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We have checked alternative periods and found that this does not affect the qualitative nature of the results.
The results are consistent with those of Montoya and Haan (2007) who analyzed the correlations of Gross Value
Added (GVA) deviations from trends of 53 regions in 12 euro countries with that of euro zone business cycles and
found that the correlations increased over time, particularly after 1992.
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Figure 5: Weighted average of one year growth correlations among euro zone countries

Figure 6: Weighted average of one year growth correlations between euro zone and noneuro countries

Figure 7: Weighted average of one year growth correlations among non-euro countries

We find similar patterns in the behavior of the correlations of both economic growth and
consumption growth. The former is a commonly used measure of the degree of business cycle
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correlations. Consumption correlations are often used as a measure of effective financial market
integration. With economically and financially integrated economies we would generally expect
to see high correlations of both economic growth and consumption growth10. Figures 3-5 show
that the growth of consumption correlations is approximately the same for the euro and the
non euro zones internally as well as between the groups. The magnitude of the increase in
output growth correlations among non-euro countries is greater after the initiation of the euro
than the magnitude of the increase in the euro countries themselves, and the output correlation
levels within the two groups of countries reach nearly the same level. Thus, it appears as if the
OCA endogeneity effects on the output correlations of output growth rates worked more
strongly for the countries that did not adopt a common currency11! We know of no plausible
story as to why this would be. Obviously the creation of the euro was not the only thing going
on12.
Of course, there are many different techniques for measuring the degree of business cycle
synchronization. (See, for example, the excellent survey by de Haan et al (2005)). But our
conclusion that something besides the euro was going on seems to hold up across a wide variety
of methods. For example, using several different methods, and 1991-92 as the break period.
Altavilla (2004) found a major shift in the co movement of a number of European economies
away from the United States toward Europe and concluded from this that, “the establishment of
the European currency union has resulted in better business cycle synchronization” (p.894). He
does not to emphasize, however, that similar results are found for the UK, which did not join the
10

There is a possibility that greater trade integration could lead to lower growth correlations if it led to more inter
industry specialization. On these issues, see the analysis and references in de Haan et al (2005).
11
Investigation of the average correlation coefficients of real output growth rate of each European country with the
12 euro zone countries finds that countries in each group have correlations around the same level as the group
average except for Finland, which behaves like the outside euro zone countries in the period of 1980-1999 and
between 1980-1994. The same patterns hold with respect to two and three year correlations.
12
For additional analysis of these issues see Crowley (2006) and Giannone and Reichlin (2006).
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euro zone. Whether there have been significant changes in business cycle synchronizations
following various events is made even more difficult because of the tendency for “business
cycles in the euro area [to] have gone through periods of both convergence and divergence "(de
Haan et al. (2005)). And more important than what changes have occurred is that “the business
cycles of many euro countries are still substantially out of sync”. Thus based on their extensive
survey de Haan et al disagree with Trichet’s optimistic assessment that “economic developments
are becoming more and more correlated in the [euro] area” (2001, p.5). The statement seems to
have greater validity for the EU as a whole than for just the euro area.
As a robustness check we also look at the correlations between deviations from trend13 as
an alternative for analysis of business cycle synchronization. The (already high) output
correlations of the euro countries barely changed after 1999 (Figure 6) while the correlations
among the non-euro countries increased sharply (Figure 8) as did correlations between euro and
non-euro countries (Figure 7). These observations are consistent with those for output growth
correlations. However, unlike the simple consumption growth correlations, the deviation from
trend consumption correlations in Figures 6-8 fell. (I Removed a few words here) In particular,
the correlations within the euro area fell substantially. They fell to a lesser extent within the
group of non-euro countries.
Two observations can be made from comparisons of both growth and deviation
from trend correlations: Output correlations increased substantially more (or fell less) than
consumption correlations in both the euro zone and the non euro zone, and the increase in
output correlations was substantially greater in the non-euro zone than in the euro zone.
These observations are consistent with the findings of the Euro@10 report (p.48).
13

The trend of the original series was generated by the Hodrick-Prescott filter.
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Figure 8: Weighted average of deviation-from-trend correlations among euro zone countries

Figure 9: Weighted average of deviation-from-trend correlations between euro zone and non-euro
countries

Figure 10: Weighted average of one year growth correlations among non-euro countries

While consumption correlations are sometimes used as a measure of financial
integration other factors also affect these correlations relative to output correlations. One
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factor affecting the difference between output and consumption correlations is the relative
importance of asymmetric aggregate demand and supply shocks in industries where output
and sales variability may differ as a result of adjustment of inventories or unfilled orders .
Another factor is fiscal policy coordination. We discuss the role of asymmetric demand and
supply shocks first.
Glick and Wihlborg (1985) show that the relative variability of output and sales
depends on the nature of shocks. Supply side shocks contribute mostly to output variability
while demand side shocks contribute mostly to sales variability. It follows that reduced
asymmetry of supply side shocks across industries tends to increase output correlations the
most while reduced asymmetry of demand side shocks tends to increase sales
(consumption) variability the most. Thus, one interpretation of the data is that in both the
euro and the non euro zone the asymmetry of supply side shocks has fallen more than the
asymmetry of demand side shocks. The latter may even have increased according to the
deviation from trend correlations. The relative decline in the asymmetry of supply side
shocks seems to be most pronounced in the non-euro zone.
The similarity of developments in the non-euro area and the euro area is not a mystery.
The largest trading partner of each non-euro area country is likely to be a euro area member and
each non-euro country borders on a different euro area country. Thus, asymmetry of shocks
within the euro area would translate directly into asymmetry of shocks in the non-euro area.
Why the introduction of the euro would contribute to an increased weight of demand
shocks as a source of asymmetry is harder to explain, however. We ask next whether fiscal
policy behavior in the euro area can explain the observations.
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Fiscal policy can affect the behavior of output relative to consumption. It can be used to
smooth consumption even if it does not affect output. Thus, if there is an increase in output
growth correlations as a result of the EMU, an increase in the political pressures to use fiscal
policy counter-cyclically and an increase in fiscal policy correlations can be expected as well.
These tendencies should be strengthened by the lack of centralized fiscal policy within the EU.
On the other hand, increasing financial integration should reduce the pressures to use
countercyclical fiscal policy, since these markets contribute to consumption smoothing. The
fiscal limitations provided in the Growth and Stability Pact could also reduce the use of counter
cyclical fiscal policy, although the effectiveness of the pact is open to considerable question.
The recently released Euro@10 report (European Commission, 2008) notes (Ch 5) that
fiscal policies have become less procyclical during the last decade as a result of shorter
recognition lags. It also notes that persistent fiscal deficits have diverged among the EMUmembers. Furthermore, the report (Ch 4) notes that “over longer time horizons there has been a
tendency of growth, inflation and current account positions to diverge across countries and these
divergencies prove to be rather persistent.”
REMOVE the following sunce nothing above indicates increased synchronization?
Thus, persistent imbalances seem to exist in spite of increased short-term synchronization.
4. Structural Reforms
While there are some differences in the papers they review, both Eichengreen (2002) and
De Grauwe and Mongelli (2005) note that theoretical analysis can be found in support of
conclusions that locking in the exchange rate could lead to either an increase or a decrease in the
degree of wage flexibility. A public choice perspective suggests that whatever the net direction,
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the magnitude of effects is likely to be relatively modest, especially for larger economies, since
groups that benefit from existing rigidities are likely to be little influenced by effects on
aggregate economic efficiency.
As the OECD [2007] notes in its recent summary of its studies on structural reform
“Political obstacles to reform are of two kinds. In some instances, economic efficiency goals may
be seen to clash with the attachment to existing policies of individuals or groups… Most often,
however, it is the mismatch between the real or perceived costs and benefits of reform that
generates opposition to them. Reforms frequently entail highly visible costs concentrated on
clearly identifiable groups of people … while benefits generally come later, may be seen as more
uncertain, and are more widely diffused across society”( p.170-171). Or as Alesina and Giavaggi
(2006) put it “Because over protected minorities enjoy privileged access to politicians, it is no
surprise that deregulation invites so much fierce opposition” (p.81). Alesina and Giavaggi go on
to ask “what about the prediction of the euro optimists that … European countries would push
forward into the area of structural reforms?… a few countries did introduce some labor market
reforms (Denmark, Sweden, and to a lesser extent Italy and Germany) … but overall the pace of
structural reform in Europe has been too slow and too timid” p.147. The Euro@10 reports notes
(Ch 6) that “there is evidence that reform efforts have slowed down since the launch of the single
currency.”
Coeure (2004) also sees a lack of substantial progress. “As for labour mobility, there has
been little change in Europe in recent years. Available evidence of higher labour market
flexibility… probably has little to do with the euro, although it can be argued that labour market
reform in ‘periphery’ countries such as Spain was initially triggered by the prospect of the
EMU.” (p.344)
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The fact is that existing rigidities have not been largely undercut by the efficiency
incentives for greater flexibility that already existed within the national currency areas. The logic
of many of the optimistic endogenous OCA arguments about increased labor market flexibility
implies that larger national currency areas should have substantially more flexible labor markets
than smaller ones, since we can think of these as smaller regions that have joined together into
currency area. The larger the currency area, the less an individual region’s cyclical situation
would be taken into account in setting the area’s monetary policy. Thus the greater would be the
unemployment and output costs of labor and goods markets rigidities assuming that monetary
policy is an effective countercyclical instrument14.
The comparison of the United States with most European economies would fit this
hypothesis, but the more relevant comparison is between large and small European currency
areas. For pre-euro Europe the posited strong positive correlation of size with flexibility does not
exist. Indeed, while it is difficult to develop good measures of labor market flexibility, we
believe that a plausible case could be made that the pre-euro correlation for Europe was negative
rather than positive. Certainly the large economies of France, Germany, and Italy have not been
widely considered to have more labor market flexibility than the small economies of Austria,
Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden and Ireland.
Indeed, the OECD (2007) finds that in general in Europe small countries inside and
outside the euro zone have undertaken more labor market reform than larger ones. One possible
reason they note is greater homogeneity of the population. (I SUGGEST removing the
following sentence: This factor would presumably not be increased by joining a currency area.)
A second reason they suggest is “greater openness to trade which increases competitive pressures
14

Of course, this argument would hold more strongly, the less synchronized were business cycle conditions across
the regions
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and eases concerns that structural reform could lead to imbalances between aggregate demand
and supply” (p.172). Furthermore, small, open economies exposed to international competition
and external shocks face greater costs of not having adjustment mechanisms in place. It is not
clear-cut how these considerations would be influenced by joining a currency area. There would
presumably be greater trade competition vis-à-vis the countries within the currency area, but also
likely greater scope for short run imbalances between aggregate demand and supply. The OECD
points to conflicting considerations. While noting that “external monetary anchors may increase
the pressure to undertake structural reform” (p.173), they also note the view that accommodative
monetary policies could provide a safety net for the short run unemployment effects of reforms,
thus increasing their political feasibility. They conclude “Empirically, there is no compelling
evidence that an external anchor helps or hinders structural reform in general, but there is some
indication that major structural reforms could be aided by monetary policy autonomy” (p.173)15.
Thus, based on comparisons across the size of European currency areas, we see little basis for
optimism that joining the euro zone should generate a substantial increase in labor market
flexibility.
The other type of evidence that we can bring to bear is the recent experiences of countries
that have adopted hard fixes. On the interpretation of these experiences there is less than full
agreement. Based on reviewing the early experiences of Europe and of Argentina, Eichengreen
(2002) concluded, “There is some anecdotal evidence that a hardening exchange rate
commitment and monetary union are encouraging efficiency – enhancing reforms in Argentina
and Europe, but systematic analysis suggests that reform remains partial and incomplete.” (pp. 67). The experience of German reunification also shows little evidence of strong positive

15
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responses. De Grauwe and Mongelli (2005) interpret the European experience more
optimistically. They conclude that “the preliminary empirical evidence suggests that EMU does
create incentives to introduce more labour market flexibility.” (p.28) We have no reason to
quarrel with this judgment, but note that it gives little basis for optimism that the euro zone
countries will see a substantial increase in labor market flexibility. It appears that with
Argentina’s currency board there was also a net increase in labor market flexibility, but the
degree of increase was far too little to prevent a severe recession. There has been no dearth of
talk, from economists and political officials alike, of the need for structural economic reforms in
Europe. But the amount of effective action has been far less.
The experience of Denmark as a hard peg but non-euro country suggests that
effective labor market reform tends to make a hard peg politically feasible but from this
observation it does not follow that a hard peg or euro membership provides effective
political incentives to implement reforms.
One possible explanation of the lack of effective action in the euro zone is that
political leaders do not really understand the need for reform. As Michael Woolfolk, senior
currency strategist at the Bank of New York puts it, “Is it possible to have a common currency in
countries without a flexible market economy? Certainly many euro zone politicians would like to
think so.” (FT, 05/05/05, p.12).
An alternative explanation more congenial to standard public choice analysis is given by
New York Times columnist Floyd Norris “Some thought the euro would force economic reform,
but the pace of change has been slow at best… The news within many a European country is of
various groups and unions fighting to preserve and expand their benefits, with no regard for the
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country’s overall competitive position, let alone that of the continent.” (NY Times, 04/29/05,
C1).
The latter interpretations fit with the quip ascribed to a European political leader that runs
“we all know what needs to be done with structural reforms, what we don’t know is how to get
reelected after we do them”. A potent example of this problem is given by the reactions to
French Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin’s proposals for labor market reform in 2006.
Labor unions and students staged national strikes in March 2006 with participation in
demonstrations estimated at between 400,000 and one million and strikes or disruptions at almost
half of France’s universities. These reactions in turn led to substantial conflict within the
government.16 In the end the government caved in and abandoned the reform proposal.
While there appears to have been some increase in labor mobility within the euro area,
there are also mounting concerns about immigration that suggest strong limitations on effective
cross-country mobility of workers. There is, of course, higher mobility among some types of
professionals, but this would seem far from sufficient to meet the labor mobility criteria for an
OCA.
Most endogenous OCA analysis is silent about the time horizons over which endogenous
reforms should be expected to be undertaken, so it is still possible that eventually substantial
labor market reforms may be implemented. The experience to date, however, suggests that major
recessions would likely be required to force such reforms. The OECD (2007) finds that “Deep
economic downturns are typically associated with increased intensity of reform …” but go on to
note that “this empirical regularity is of little help to policy makers, insofar as experiencing a

16

See “French ministers at odds over reforms” Financial Times, March 10, 2006, p.2.
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major crisis is hardly a productive way to promote structural reform” (p.171). The power of
anticipatory effects that would avoid such recessions so far appears to be weak.
Our point is not to argue that regime shifts cannot sometimes stimulate substantial
changes in wage and price behavior. As De Grauwe and Mongelli (2005) argue, there has been
on average a substantial increase in wage and price discipline in Europe as compared with the
1970s. As they also note, however, much of this had been accomplished before the launch of the
euro. We likewise have considerable evidence from other countries, especially in Latin America,
that shifting to low inflation policy regimes can over time substantially affect private sector
expectation and responses. But the evidence also suggests that such endogenous responses can be
induced through domestic policy shifts such as central bank independence and inflation targeting
as well as exchange rate anchors. That is why the pass through from exchange rate changes to
domestic wages and prices has dropped so substantially in a number of Latin American
countries. Such dramatic changes, however, may not give a very good indication of how much
flexibility can be induced within currency areas in response to non-monetary shocks.
Real exchange rate changes within the euro-area can be seen as indicators of the need for
structural adjustment to induce greater flexibility. Lachman (2007) notes that the behavior of real
exchange rates within the euro zone indicate a need for reform. Traditional OCA analysis views
exchange rate changes as substitutes for wage flexibility and labor mobility. According to this
view, large and persistant changes in real exchange rates in terms of unit labor costs indicate that
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there is a need for exchange rate changes as a result of insufficient flexibility in labor markets.17
Real exchange rate changes can also occur for other reasons, however.
The pattern of real exchange rate changes in the euro-area is determined by inflation
differentials across EMU-members. Because of Balassa-Samuelson considerations a country
with high productivity growth would have higher inflation without a loss in competitiveness in
equilibrium. On the other hand, wages increases above productivity increases could yield
disequilibrium inflation that leads to a loss of competitiveness. From just looking at overall
inflation rates these two types of inflation cannot be distinguished. More disaggregate analysis
suggests that there has been substantial internal disequilibria within the euro zone, not just
Balassa-Samuelson inflation differentials.
Both producer prices and unit labor costs have diverged substantially among EMU
members since 1999. Andrén and Oxelheim (2006) show, for example, that the ratio of producer
prices in Portugal to those in France has increased more than 30 percent since 1999. Over the
same period on some measures there has been about a 15-percentage point divergence in
competitiveness between Italy and Germany.
The Euro@10 report notes that the maximum competitiveness gain, 15 percent, has been
experienced by Germany while the maximum loss, 15 percent, was experienced by Spain and
Ireland. Other countries experiencing substantial losses were Greece, Italy, Portugal and the
Netherlands. The report also notes that a striking feature of gains and losses has been their
persistence. Whether a loss in competitiveness in a country represents a need for labor market
reform depends on the starting point and the cause of the loss. For example, Ireland may have
17

Of course, some question the extent to which exchange rate flexibility is a good substitute for wage and price
flexibility, in part because of the possibility that flexible rates may be a source of shocks as well as an adjustment
mechanism. On the limitations of flexible rates in promoting adjustment see Chinn and Wei (2009).
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entered the euro area at a high real exchange rate. If so the real exchange rate change represents
an adjustment towards a sustainable rate. Various shocks may also cause changes in equilibrium
real exchange rates. On the other hand, the losses of competitiveness experienced by Portugal,
Greece and Italy appear likely to be indicators of serious deficiencies in their adjustment
mechanisms. To date there has been little evidence of strong internal adjustment mechanisms
operating to reduce imbalances within the euro zone (See Wihlborg, Willett, and Zhang (2009)).
As Marsh (2009) comments, “The danger for the euro’s next decade is that necessary structural
changes in uncompetitive industries will be faced by rising unemployment.” (p.253)
The overall experience on labor market and structural reforms in the euro area is well
captured in the following quote from the former Dutch central banker, Andre Szasz, who helped
negotiate the Maastricht Treaty. Interviewed with respect to the June 2008 celebration of the
tenth anniversary of the creation of the euro, he stated, “We always knew that a one-size-fits-all
would cause problems. What we hoped for was flexible non-monetary policies [such as labor
market liberalization]. With the benefit of hindsight, this was not a realistic expectation”18

5. Concluding Remarks
The euro has proved neither to be the disaster that the strongest critics predicted nor the
rose garden envisioned by some of its strongest supporters. One theme that runs through our look
at the early years of economic performance under the euro is that we must be careful about
drawing lessons from simple before and after comparisons. Eichengreen (2008) emphasizes how
any evaluation of the EU and the EMU experiences depends on the choice of the counter-factual.
18

Quoted in NYT “An impossible Dream, the Euro finds its way” June 3, 2008, c3.
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It is not always easy to distinguish between the effects of EU wide initiatives and the effects of
the euro itself.19 Similarly, effects of policy regime shifts within the EMU are not easily
separated from currency union effects. In considering developments in international trade and
macroeconomic performance a look at the experiences of some of the other European countries
suggests that developments for the euro countries may have been heavily influenced by broader
trends, not just the creation of the euro. Thus, for example, while the introduction of the common
currency has been accompanied by a rapid growth of trade among members, trade has also
grown rapidly between members and non-members. Likewise, while the correlations of growth
rates among euro countries rose substantially after the creation of the euro, the correlations of the
non-euro European countries with the euro countries rose even more, so clearly something
besides just the creation of the euro was going on.
Another important research need is for more theoretical analysis of the expected time
horizons for different types of endogenous effects. For example, both Frankel and Rose (1998)
and the UK Treasury have suggested that the full trade effects of currency unions may take
decades, but we are not aware of any theoretical work that has directly addressed this issue. Also
there has been little attention to the time frame over which endogenous responses in labor market
flexibility and macro policy coordination should be expected. One set of reasoning, based on
capitalizing on the political momentum of the creation of the euro, would suggest that such
effects should begin to appear rather quickly.
In optimistic scenarios, forward-looking individuals foresee the changes in circumstances
and undertake actions to ward off crises before they occur. There does appear to have been a
good deal of such anticipatory action in the run up to the creation of the euro, but since then there
19
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have been disturbing signs of reform fatigue. Marsh (2009), for example, notes the “slackening
of economic reforms in EMU members like Italy, Portugal, and Greece, which had earlier been
spurred into necessary adjustment either by the need to qualify for EMU, or by periodic foreign
exchange crises.” (p.9)
This suggests that in future efforts at currency unification the focus should be placed on
entry conditions more than on hopes on subsequent reforms after entry. If failure to reform
sufficiently leads to major crises, this may provide a second, albeit less attractive, route to
reform. The political economy literature stresses that it often requires major crises to prompt
major reform efforts. Unfortunately the developments in the euro zone to date do not rule out the
possibility that major crises may be needed to stimulate the types of reforms envisioned by
endogenous OCA optimists. The Financial Times writes “The problem in Italy, from Frankfurt’s
perspective, is that the ‘pain threshold’ that would prompt real change has apparently still not
been reached in Italy” (3-21-06, p.4). Of course, crises can also stimulate populist backlashes and
increased government interventions that reduce efficiency. It is too early yet to tell how the
current global finacial crisis will affect the internal adjustment mechanisms of the euro but this
will clearly be of considerable importance
Given the relevance of political economy considerations, there is no good reason to
expect that endogenous responses or spillovers would follow the same pattern in all countries.
Certainly there have been substantial differences in some of the endogenous responses to the
euro across member countries so far. It will be highly useful if future economics and political
economy research can help lead to better understanding of the major causes of these differences.
Size suggests itself as one explanatory variable (see the discussion in OECD 2007), and initial
institutions structures and political configuration as others. The strength of status quo biases is
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likely to vary substantially across both policy areas and countries. As De Grauwe and Mongelli
suggest, historical and cultural considerations may also be important. Particularly intriguing is
the question they raise of whether different motivations for monetary union would be likely to
affect the endogeneities generated. In approaching such issues we see considerable scope for
cross-fertilization between the literature on endogenous OCA analysis and the rich, if diffused,
literature on spillovers in the neofunctionalist literature on regional integration20.

20
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and Willett (2009).
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